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How did we derive the 10 Calls to Action?
• 94 Calls to Action (TRC, 2015)
• UNDRIP: United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (2007)
• OCAP® (Ownership, Control, Access and Possession; First Nations Information
Governance Centre 2014)
• National Inuit Strategy on Research (2018)
• Principles for Ethical Metis Research (2011)
• Guidelines for conducting research in northern Canada (ACUNS 2003)
• Tri-Council’s Policy Statement on the Ethical Conduct for Research Involving
Humans (2018).
• Perspectives from social scientists and other initiatives
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Why did we write this paper?
We believe reconciliation requires a new way of conducting natural science, this
includes management of protected areas.
• A shared connection to the land should tie natural scientists’ social license to conduct
research more closely to Indigenous communities than currently exists.
• There are benefits that span beyond the delivery of science and can lead to a more
sustainable future.
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Why did we write this paper?
We believe the underrepresentation of First Nation, Inuit and Métis peoples in
natural science and the gap in scientific literacy in grade school needs to be
addressed.
• Attainment rate of graduate STEM degrees is 10 times higher for non-Indigenous Canadians
than Indigenous peoples (2% versus 0.2%; Statistics Canada 2016).
• 44% of First Nation students in Grade 7 met numeracy expectations compared to 77% of
non-First Nation students in Yukon in 2017-18 (Auditor General of Canada 2019).
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Why did we write this paper?

We were frustrated.
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10 Calls to Action to Natural Scientists Working in Canada
Call 1

We call on natural scientists to understand the socio-political landscape around
their research sites.

Call 2

We call on natural scientists to recognize that generating knowledge about the
land is a goal shared with Indigenous peoples and to seek meaningful relationships
and possible collaboration for better outcomes for all involved.

Call 3

We call on natural scientists to enable knowledge sharing and knowledge coproduction.

Call 4

We call on natural scientists studying animals to seek out advice from Elders for
respectful ways of handling animals.

Call 5

We call upon natural scientists to provide meaningful opportunities for Indigenous
community members, particularly youth, to experience and participate in science.
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10 Calls to Action to Natural Scientists Working in Canada
Call 6

To decolonize the landscape, we call on natural scientists to incorporate Indigenous
place names as permitted.

Call 7

We call upon natural scientists and their students to take a course on Indigenous
history and rights.

Call 8

We call on funding bodies to change approaches to funding.

Call 9

We call on editors of all scientific journals to recognize that publication of research
on Indigenous Knowledge and cultural resources require review and permission
from the respective Indigenous communities.

Call 10 Finally, we call on all natural scientists and postsecondary research institutions to
develop a new vision for conducting natural science: fundamentally mainstreaming
reconciliation in all aspects of the scientific endeavor, from formulation to
completion.
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Call 2: We call on natural scientists to recognize that generating
knowledge about the land is a goal shared with Indigenous peoples and
to seek meaningful relationships and possible collaboration for better
outcomes for all involved.

Are the fish in Lhù’ààn Mân
(Kluane Lake) safe to eat?

How has mercury accumulation
changed in response to shifts in
hydrology?
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Call 3: We call on natural scientists to enable knowledge sharing and
knowledge co-production.
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Call 6. To decolonize the landscape, we call on natural scientists
to incorporate Indigenous place names as permitted.
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Call 4: We call on natural scientists studying animals to seek
out advice from Elders for respectful ways of handling animals.
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Call 5: We call upon natural scientists to provide meaningful
opportunities for Indigenous community members, particularly youth,
to experience and participate in science

Credit: G. Flowers
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Positive things within five months of publication
• 11,489 downloads
https://www.facetsjournal.com/doi/10.1139/facets-2020-0005

• Made the 20 Essential Reads for Two-eyed Seeing in
Aquatic Research.
http://iaglr.org/ll/2020-4-Fall_LL7.pdf

• 12th presentation
• Lab groups and workplaces discussing it.
• Indigenous Style Guide adopted by journals published by
Canadian Science Publishing Group
• Meeting I-STEM
• Asked to review Canadian Council on Animal Care
Guidelines
• Individual actions! - e.g., Waterloo student groups
committing to an action with accountability buddy
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Concluding words
• We need to resist the urge to colonize the process of reconciliation itself.
• We are hoping for a pond effect – ripples from where the stone has been tossed.
• Protected areas are an opportunity to create ethical space for knowledge sharing
Gwä̀naschis
́ níthän
Shäw
Miigwetch
Thank you

Tl’ahų
Questions?
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What is your commitment? Quel est votre engagement?

Which Calls to Action will you undertake?
À quels appels à lʼaction allez-vous répondre?
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